Summer 2023 Book List

Please order your textbook online. The University Bookstore is located on the lower level of the Student Center (on 21st St. between H & I St.).

6218-30 Prof. Resp. & Ethics          Szabo and Ortiz
Required:   Lerman, Ethical Problems in the Practice of Law, 5th, Aspen, ISBN: 9781543804669

6230-30 Evidence          Durrer

6250-ON Corporations (ONLINE)        Roth

6342-30 Trusts and Estates          Edmisten

6400-30 Administrative Law          Platt

6520-30 International Law          Tuninetti

6640-30 Trial Advocacy          Gilligan

6648-30 Negotiations          Harvey

6672-ON Art of Lawyering          Schmitz

6690/6691-35 Thesis I and II          Watts
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6881-ON Artificial Intel. Law & Policy

Bowne
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